Fall 2022 Grant Writing Class

8.24 Class 1: Intro (SM) + Types of Grants (JST) + Types of Studies (JST) + Overview of Proposal sections, premise & rigor (JST)
Homework: Reading, fill in type of grant and title on worksheet

8.31 Class 2: + Researching Your Idea (Guest speaker) + Reading Critically (MM) + Sentence-level writing (MM).
Homework: write idea in PICO format, read DiBella specific aims example

9.07 Class 3: Workshop Student Ideas (MM) + Discuss Specific Aims example (MM) + Paragraph-level writing (MM)
Homework: 2 students email their specific aims to group

Homework: 2 students email their specific aims to group

9.21 Class 5: Workshop 2 students’ Specific Aims (MM) + Experimental Plan (Significance, Innovation, Approach) (JST).
Homework: write bullet points for your significance, innovation, & approach (like an outline for your proposal section), polish specific aims and send to assigned faculty members by 9.23.

9.28 Class 6: Specific Aims Feedback from Faculty (Zoom session with breakout rooms if virtual).
Homework: 2 students email significance section (1 page max) to group. Everyone write significance section.

10.05 Class 7: Workshop 2 students’ significance sections (MM) + Tips from an expert on writing Innovation (Guest speaker)
Homework: 2 students email innovation section (1 page max) to group. Everyone write innovation section.
**10.12 Class 8:** Workshop 2 students’ innovation sections (MM) + Tips from an expert on writing Approach (Guest speaker)
Homework: Everyone email approach outline (1 page max) to group. Begin to fill in approach details.

**10.19 Class 9:** Review approaches (MM) + Biosketches & and Personal Statements (JST)
Homework: Write your approach in full

**10.26 Class 10:** Abstracts (JST + MM), Budget tips (JST), Grant support overview (TM)
Homework: you have 2 weeks to finish your grant submission for our faculty mentors to read and score!

2 week break -

Schedule Mock Study Sections in week of November 14.

SM = Satoshi Minoshima, MD, PhD
JST = June Taylor, PhD
MM = Michael Mozdy, MA
TM = Tatia McKaige